Di- and trinucleotide target preferences of somatic mutagenesis in normal and autoreactive B cells.
During Ag-driven development of memory B cells, Ab V genes are modified by somatic mutagenesis. Although V gene somatic mutations have important biologic consequences in both physiologic and autoimmune Ab responses, little is known about the mechanism of mutation, or whether it operates normally in autoreactive B cells. To approach these issues, we analyzed somatic mutations in Ab genes for evidence of sequence-specific target preferences. Our analysis was confined to noncoding segments of V genes so that the intrinsic characteristics of the somatic mutation process could be reliably dissociated from the indirect but substantial influences of cellular selection. We consistently observed that some dinucleotides, GC and TA in particular, mutated at frequencies that were higher than expected based on their frequency of occurrence. Most of the dinucleotide mutation preferences could not be extrapolated directly from mononucleotide mutation preferences. Specific trinucleotides, including AGC, TAC, and their inverse repeats (GCT, GTA), also mutated more frequently than expected. These and other mutation characteristics were virtually indistinguishable in V genes of normal and autoreactive B cells. An analysis of mutations in published flanking sequences confirmed the target preferences, as did an examination of reported "hot spots" within coding V sequences. The shared preferences in coding and noncoding regions of V genes suggests that somatic mutations are generated de novo. Collectively, our findings indicate that the somatic mutation process exhibits sequence-specific preferences, consistent with an untemplated mechanism, and appears to operate similarly in normal and autoreactive B cells.